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GOLDENBURG
 Helle� styl� Lage�

GodenburG beer is brewed with freshly 
picked whole hop cones from the Hallertau 
region (Bavaria) and Cascade hops
This beer is brewed using the “dry hopping” 
technology.

Alc. 4.2 %  I  30 IBU  I  Extr. 11.0 %

JIGULEOVSKOE
Lage�

This brand of beer was elaborated specially 
for those people who appreciate the classi-
cal style. Combination of amber malt and 
barley endows the beer with palatefullness, 
and also makes this pale beer light with 
delicate hop �avour and constant slight 
gassiness!

Alc. 4.0 %  I   Extr. 11.0 %

NOROC
Lager

Light �ltered. NOROC means quality! 
NOROC beer is natural and harmonious. 
NOROC Beer is Happiness and Health!

Alc. 4.0 %  I  18 IBU  I  Extr. 10.5 %

BOCIKOVOE VIE
 lage�

Light lager. The beer obtained from 100% 
amber malt, highly selected sorts of hop, 
yeast and pure water.

Alc. 4.2 %  I  20 IBU  I  Extr. 11.0 %
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BEERMASTER IPA
 Indi� Pal� Al�
GOOD HOP MAKES A GOOD IPA!

Session Ipa, un�ltered. Brewed in American 
style and has a golden color with a quite 
pleasant �avored and hoppy enhanced 
taste that has fruity and citrusy �nishes!

Alc. 4.6 %  I  45 IBU  I  Extr. 12.5 %

BEERMASTER WEIZEN
America� Whea� Lage�

The beer has a balanced taste and charac-
teristic banana notes. The full body has a 
wonderful �nish with notes of ripe banana – 
the top-fermented yeast esters creating 
that unforgettable wheat �avor.
MALT: AVANGARD, IREX
HOPS: SAAZ (ŽATEC)

Alc. 4.5 %  I  11 IBU  I  Extr. 12.0 %

BEERMASTER 110 Ale 
Malt & Hop

America� Pal� Al�
All ingenious is simple! MALT and HOP are 
two main natural ingredients. While study-
ing our historical brewing recipes, we have 
created this beer to mark the 110th found-
ing anniversary of our brewery, founded by 
a German brewer (1906). 

Alc. 4.2 %  I  20 IBU  I  Extr. 11.0 %

GOLDBEER
Lager

The best quality malt and hops, combined 
according to an old recipe, have turned into 
a lager beer that knows no limits. Goldbeer 
has a simple and balanced taste with 
delicate bitterness. The aroma of beer will 
surely bring back memories! It goes very 
well with fatty food, pizza and sausages.
Malt: Blond Malt; Hops: Saaz

Alc. 4.5 %  I  21 IBU 
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BEERMASTER
ОАKED ALE

Woo�-Age� Al�
This is an aggressive beer. You probably won’t
like it. It is quite doubtful that you have the 
taste or sophistication to be able to appreciate 
an ale of this quality and depth. BEERMASTER 
Оаked Ale is deep, full and rich yet smooth 
and mellow. It has a wonderful oaky �avour 
and aroma, as the name suggests. A truly 
excellent beer that is set to impress.

Alc. 5.0 %  I  30 IBU  

BEERMASTER
REX’S GOLDEN

Buckwhea� lage�
Rex is the name of the family dog. As brewer’s
best friend, he came with him to work almost 
every day and was a steadfast companion for 
all his creative ideas and challenges. Rex’s 
Golden Lager has all the characteristics of its 
namesake; friendly, golden, and a little nutty.  
MALT: Buckwheat malt, Pilsner;
HOPS: Saaz, Tettnanger.

Alc. 4.2 %  I  26 IBU 

HARAP ALB
Blanch� Bee�

Light wheat beer with an extremely light 
character. Fresh aroma with notes of ripe 
fruit. In the taste, the velvety wheat malt is 
overlaid with a subtle hop bitterness. The 
aftertaste is soft, delicate, sweet. Spicy 
coriander and citrus peel give the beer a 
re�ned, elegant, refreshing spring bouquet.
HOPS: Saaz, Tettnang; MALT: Pilsner, Wheat 
Malt; OTHERS – Coriander, Orange Peel

Alc. 4.5 %  I  22 IBU
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BEERMASTER BLACK CAT
Stou�

A smooth and creamy dark ale full of deep 
roasted malt character, yet nimble on the 
palate. Chocolate and co�ee notes are 
balanced with a sly hop bitterness. Forget 
your superstitions and cross paths with this 
black cat more than once.
HOPS: Willamette, Cascade; MALT: Pale, 
Munich, Crystal, Chocolate.

Alc. 5.5 %  I  28 IBU  

BEERMASTER
LIBERTY ALE

America� Pal� Al�
Timed to coincide with the celebration of the
26th anniversary of the independence of our 
country. In the production of this ale, we have 
successfully combined 3 types of malt and 1 
variety of hops. Each of these ingredients 
gives the beer a distinct taste and unique 
aroma, and together this composition gives 
the beer a complex yet original character.

Alc. 4.3 %  I  Extr. 11.5 %

BEERMASTER
CHERRY BOCK

Boc� Bee�
BEERMASTER Cherry Bock is a cherry bock 
brewed with Munich, Chocolate and Pilsen 
malt. Fermented with cherries, that o�ers a 
strong sweet taste and rich aroma, reveal-
ing only a hint of Ahtanum hops.

Alc. 7.0 %  I  25 IBU
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CARU’ CU MERE
Cider

The Caru’ cu Mere cider is brewed from
natural Moldovan apples. It is made 
according to the unique author’s recipe 
and has a really soft and balanced taste 
with a bouquet of fruity notes in the after-
taste. In the summer, it quenches thirst well 
and refreshes, and in the winter it reminds 
of warm days and, to a certain extent, helps 
to strengthen the immune system.

Alc. 4.5 %  

LA VIE EN ROSE
Fruit� Bee�

LA VIE EN ROSE IS A PERFECT WAY TO 
CELEBRATE THE JOYS OF SUMMER ALL 

YEAR ROUND!
This stunning berry-red masterpiece is the 
perfect blend of refreshing, tart and sweet 
with a barely noticeable sourness.

Alc. 5.0 %  I  11 IBU

BOCIKOVOE DUBOVOE
Woo�-Age� Al�

The special, well-recognized taste
and oak aroma of this beer, achieved in 
the process of settling young beer for 
about six weeks in oak barrels, is, of 
course, the triumph of an experienced 
craftsman over fully automated industri-
al technologies.

Alc. 5.0 %  I  30 IBU  I  Extr. 13.0 %

BOCHKOVOE UNFILTERED 
Bavarian style

Kelle� Lage�
This is an unusual beer, enriched with unique 
types of Bavarian brewer's yeast, which are 
carefully cultivated. The last stage of beer 
fermentation takes place in the bottle itself to 
achieve the fullness of taste and absolutely 
natural hazy color of live beer. Aged in the 
cellars for several months, this extraordinary 
beer is truly natural.

Alc. 4.2 %  I  Extr. 11.0 %
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BOCIKOVOE VELVET
 Czech style

Dunke� (Dar� Lage�)

The basic raw materials for this beer are 
amber and brown malt, rice, hop, yeast and 
pure water. The pronounced �avor and 
distinctive bitterness are followed by the 
intense brown colour and dense smooth 
foam.
This sort of beer rewards the consumer 
with the expecting taste and �avor!

Alc. 3.9 %  I  Extr. 11.0 %

BEERMASTER
FRESH HOP CONCEPT

Fres� Ho� Lage�
This beer was brewed with freshly picked 
hops from the hop harvest in Zatec (Czech 
Republic). The basic idea is to use these hops 
in the boil as soon as possible after they’re 
picked, using them still “wet” from the �eld 
and thus at the peak of their freshness.

Alc. 4.0 %  I  Extr. 11.0 %

BOLSHOE PIVO
Lage�

How nice to meet friends for a big mug of 
beer.
The bigger, the better!

Alc. 3.4 %  I  Extr. 9.5 %

MEGABEER
Lage�

A traditional lager-style beer, aromatic, 
light and fresh.
Un�ltered, fermented for 21 days, brewed 
with hops, pale malt and bottom-ferment-
ing yeast. Beer wort extract: 10.0%.
Do you like to drink beer with your friends?
This beer for you!

Alc. 3.6 %  I  Extr. 10.0 %
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BEERMASTER
CELEBRATOR 

DOUBLE BOCK
Boc� Beer

Douppelbock means “double bock”. Fantas-
tic balance of di�erent malts and hops. 
Dense, but at the same time soft and 
velvety body and a more pronounced 
warming quality.
MALT: Pale, Munich, chocolate, caramel, 
black; HOPS: Hallertauer, Hersbrucker, Perle

Alc. 7.0 %  I  25 IBU 

BEERMASTER SAISON
Farmhous� Al�

Concerning the recipe of this beer’s prepa-
ration, there are no rules except for some 
principle intended to create this farming 
beer. In French it would sound like that: «Je 
ne sais quoi», that means “I don’t know 
what”.

Alc. 5.5 %  I  17 IBU

BEERMASTER
DARK LAGER

Dunke� (Dar� Lage�)
In Bavaria, they are known as “dark”
(dunkel), in Thuringia they call them “black” 
(schwartz). The soft lager with hints of 
roastiness. The dark malts come across 
more as chocolate and caramel.
It has wonderful balance and strong dunkel 
character.

Alc. 4.9 %  I  Extr. 11.5 %

BEERMASTER RED 
CHERRY ALE
Fruit� Beer

Red Cherry Ale is a fruit beer with an
addition of natural cherry fruits. We have 
used only whole fruit and we have used
a lot of them in brewing: 200 gr of fresh
cherries per 1 liter of beer.
Red Cherry Ale has a refreshing sweetness, 
fruity bouquet, subtle acidity that comes 
with aroma of wild cherries and cherry pits..
MALT: Chocolate, Pilsen, Crystal
Hops: Tettnang, Saaz, Perle, Pilsen.

Alc. 5.0 %  I  14 IBU 
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BEERMASTER
LAGER MĂCIEȘ
Ros� hi� Lage�

We have added to the boil a lot of red hip 
fruits, which are a real vitamin bomb that 
might boost our immune system.
Stay healthy!
HOPS: Saaz; MALT: Pale malt

Alc. 5.0 %

BEERMASTER 
GOLDEN LAGER

Helle� styl� Lager
It is a blond beer, unpasteurized with a �ne
aroma of hops, aromatic, noble, soft and 
fresh at the same time. Тhis classic beer 
with a dense foam and strong aroma has a 
striking golden color. A celebration of our 
favorite Cascade hop. A generous dry-hop-
ping with Cascade hops provides an asser-
tive nose, loaded with stimulating citrus 
and �oral notes. May contain �ne hop 
particles.

Alc. 4.2 %   I  Extr. 11.0 %

BEERMASTER
LIBERTY UA

America� styl� Lage�
Liberty UA Lager - author's beer! This is a 
smooth and well-balanced American-style 
lager. Golden color with a persistent head 
of foam, pronounced hop bitterness and 
citrus aroma.
The creator of this wonderful drink is 
brewer Yulia Kirilenko from Ukraine.

Alc. 5.9 %  I  47 IBU

BEERMASTER
HUB PILSNER

Lage�
The HUB Pilsner lager is a faithful love letter 
to Czech Pilsner: it’s brewed with Czech 
malt, it’s double-decocted, open 
fermented and Lagered, and naturally 
carbonated until it’s ready to drink. The 
process takes many weeks.
HOPS: SAAZ; MALT: Pilsner

Alc. 5.0 %  I  30 IBU
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BEERMASTER
DOLCE AMARO
Indi� Pal� Ale

Docle Amaro is an IPA with a sweet and
bitter taste full of contrasts, intense and 
seductive. It is a versatile beer in which you 
always �nd something new, strong but 
elegant. The malt for the “pale ale” type 
beer gives the beer a sweet taste and a 
brilliant golden color. Loads of hops added 
to the boil gave the beer a fresh note of 
bitter marmalade and herbal aroma of
tropical and citrus fruits.
Hops: Columbus, Sabro, Amarillo;
Malt: Extra Pale Ale;

Alc. 4.8 %  I  Extr. 14.0 %

BEERMASTER NEIPA
Ne� Englan� Ip�

Important characteristic and hallmark of this 
variety is its high haze due to lack of �ltra-
tion. Oats and oat malt are used to stabilize 
the beer haze. The beer keeps the body light 
and drinkable but provides a �oral, earthy 
backbone.  Pillowy soft mouthfeel, with a 
restrained bitterness on the �nish makes  
New England IPA a special product.
HOPS: Mosaic, Citra; 
MALT: Pale, Munich, Oat malt

Alc. 7.0 %  I  22 IBU

BEERMASTER
PARADOX

Buckwhea� Ip�
Bright, full-bodied hoppy IPA with herbal 
aroma from natural buckwheat malt.
HOPS: Northern Brewer, Motueka
MALT: Munich I, Chateau Buckwheat

Alc. 5.5 %  I  32 IBU  I  Extr. 14.0 %

BEERMASTER 
DOUBLE IPA

Indi� Pal� Al�
BEERMASTER Innovation Brewery Double 
IPA (DIPA) – contains twice more hops than 
the classic IPA. It has a strong hoppy charac-
ter and intensity, for which it’s named “Hop 
bomb”. DIPA beer belongs to the bitter 
varieties and has a pronounced dense 
hoppy taste. The bouquet is dominated by 
citrus, fruit, pine notes, explosive hop 
aromatics and caramel aftertaste.

Alc. 6.0 %  I  45 IBU
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BEERMASTER
RED STAR

Roggenbie� (Ry� Bee�)
This beer pours a distinctive red shade, with
a spectacular creamy tan head. Malted Rye 
provides mild spice, a textured mouthfeel 
and a subtle to�ee and nut pro�le. 
A generous dosing of Amarillo Hops are 
complemented by a dusting of Cascade 
imparting an aroma of citrus.
HOPS: Amarillo (USA), Cascade (USA)
MALT: Rye, Pilsner, Munich Type 1

Alc. 5.5 %  I  Extr. 15.0 %

BEERMASTER
AMERICAN WHEAT

America� Whea� Lage�
It is a simple beer, made with standard 
two-row barley and wheat malt with 
Cascade hops. It has a bready body, but one 
kept refreshing by its lightness and sprightly 
carbonation.
HOPS: Cascade; MALT: Pale, Wheat

Alc. 4.5 %  I  30 IBU

BEERMASTER KOLSCH
Kölsc�

It is a delicate, complex beer, with crisp, 
tangy yeast character and a �avor that 
bends toward lemon. The malts are sweetly 
bready.
HOPS: Hallertau; MALT: Pale, malted wheat

Alc. 4.0 %  I  35 IBU
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RAISINS KVASS
Fermente� kvas�

Naturally fermented kvass «IZIUMNÎI» is 
prepared with the usage of concentrated 
raisins juice received from the selected 
sweet grapes. This is a valuable gift of sun 
that is likely to perfectly allay the thirst!
There is some proverb that proclaims: ‘The 
one who eats raisins, takes sun!’

MINTY KVASS
Fermente� kvas�

Enjoy the taste full of recently-cut-o� pep-
permint! Let this amazing naturally 
fermented beverage become the source of 
vitamins in the winter and grass root of 
coolness in the summer!

GINGERY KVASS
Fermente� kvas�

Naturally fermented kvass «IMBIRNÎI» is 
sweetish beverage with the original taste 
and aroma. The medium period between 
seasons may �nd you exhausted that’s why 
kvass «IMBIRNÎI» is a simple and perfect 
way of stabilizing your physical condition. It 
supports immune system and gives stami-
na.

HOPPED KVASS
Fermente� kvas�

Fermented kvass «Hmelinoi» is being 
brewed only with the whole cones of hop 
that seems to be noble, �avored, freshly 
harvested and moved directly from Czech 
Republic. Mild and gentle beverage 
possesses rather pleasant hop bitterness, 
and pungent �ower aroma. Due to an abso-
lutely natural, grass-root fermentation, 
kvass is full of useful �orula, as well as 
life-critical organic combinations. This is a 
truly amazing gift of nature that is the 
perfect way to allay the thirst!
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BOCHKOVOI
REAL FERMENTED

KVASS
Kvas�

Real Fermented Kvass “Bochkovoi” is
prepared according to traditional recipe of a 
live fermentation.  The Real Fermented 
Kvass “Bochkovoi” is made during live yeast 
fermentation process in just 72 hours. It 
contains only natural ingredients – specially 
treated water, rye �our, rye malt, grain, 
sugar, pure yeast cultures of lactic acid 
bacteria and bread’s yeast.

BOCHKOVOI
REAL FERMENTED

APPLE KVASS
Kvas�

Well-made apple kvass appears to be light
�avored, quite sweet and ideally able to ally 
thirst. It contains the natural carbon dioxide 
and lactic acid that form in the time of 
fermentation giving the sharpness of taste 
as well as useful for a human microbial pop-
ulation, vitamins (B1, B2, PP, D), macro and 
microelements (Fe, Na, Mg, P, S, Mo).

BREAD KVASS
Kvas�

Bread Kvass is produced upon the special 
traditional recipe that adds a true taste of 
bread to the beverage.

FLASH
Energ� drin�

Taurine – brain energy
Vitamin B6 – antidepressant
Vitamin B6 12 – helps with stress
Vitamin B6 2 – improves metabolism
Vitamin C – boosts immunity
Ca�eine – improves performance
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MĂR VIU
Sof� drink�

Măr Viu is made from natural apple juice. 
The drink contains vitamins C and E that 
could help to boost your immunity, 
increase your working capacity and 
improve your mood.
It is incredibly delicious and very healthy!

BEERMASTER MOJITO
Sof� drink�

Non-alcoholic carbonated drink with an 
excellent invigorating and refreshing taste, 
specially designed to quench your thirst on 
a hot day.
Beermaster Brewery’s recipe includes lime 
juice, natural mint and lemon �avors.

HOPINADE
Sof� drink�

HOPINADE IS A HOPPY LEMONADE! 
HOPINADE is a non-alcoholic drink made in 
an artisanal way, using fruits and hops.
When producing HOPINADE, we pay a 
great attention to the quality of our ingre-
dients. This is why in our recipe, there are 
only natural ingredients: naturally 
squeezed lemons, hops, a little sugar, 
water and that’s it!

100% NATURAL!!!
0% ALCOHOL!!!

MR. COCKTAIL
Bee� cocklail�

An original beer «Mr. Cocktail» is the cocktail from 
two natural and delicious beverages, beer and fruit 
juice! The cocktails of company «BEERMASTER» 
have the following peculiarities:
• only natural ingredients let the beverage be taken 
only on the basis of beer and 100% natural juices;
• saturate color and taste of beverage appears only 
because of beer and juice used there;
• in drinks there are no arti�cial �avoring, colou-
rants, additives, etc.
Also «Mr. Cocktail» might boast such popular tastes 
in a range as Lemon, Grapefruit, Mohito.
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